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Allison Tyropolis serves as a Senior Consultant in 
HRP Associates, Inc.’s Farmington, Connecticut 
office. Allison has thirteen years of experience in 
air permitting and compliance.  Before coming 
to HRP, Allison worked as a permit engineer 
at the Connecticut Department of Energy 
and Environmental Protection (CT DEEP) and 
was involved in permitting and performing 
air emissions modeling for various industries, 
including but not limited to electrical generation, 
manufacturing, printing and coating, incineration, 
and mineral processing. 

Allison’s diverse project experience spans federal, 
state, and local environmental regulations 
associated with the Clean Air Act (CAA). 
Projects of note include permit applicability 
determinations, Title V and IV air permitting, 
New Source Review Permitting, and synthetic 
minor source permitting, as well as Refined 

and screening modeling using EPA’s AERMOD application suite. Allison also has experience 
preparing and submitting emissions reports for annual source compliance reporting as well as 
responding to enforcement actions and creating corrective action plans. In addition, Allison has 
experience navigating CT DEEP’s informational and adjudicatory hearing processes and has 
served as an expert witness during legal proceedings with regards to air permitting.

Technical duties include performing air emissions calculations for the purposes of permitting 
applicability and compliance, air emissions reporting, air permitting application preparation 
for the purposes of submitting to environmental agencies, and various other air emissions 
consulting needs. To complete these duties, Allison uses her technical knowledge to determine 
if sources are in compliance with state, federal, and local regulatory requirements and ensure a 
smooth permitting process.

Allison’s knowledge of air compliance and permitting has resulted in desired outcomes for our 
clients. Allison maintains a productive and professional relationship with various regulatory 
agencies throughout the northeast and across the country. Her project success stems from a 
strong communication link between her clientele, her project team members, and regulatory 
agencies.

Ms. Tyropolis earned her Bachelor’s Degree in Environmental Engineering from the University 
of Connecticut. Allison can be reached at 800-246-9021 or at allison.tyropolis@hrpassociates.
com.
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